
Design Technology 
 

Year 1 

Term 1 
Puppets 

Vocab Knowledge Outcomes 

decorate 
design 
fabric 
glue 
model 
hand puppet 
safety pin 
staple 
stencil 
template 

To know that ‘joining technique’ means 
connecting two pieces of material together. 
To know that there are various temporary 
methods of joining fabric by using staples, glue or 
pins. 
To understand that different techniques for 
joining materials can be used for different 
purposes. 
To understand that a template (or fabric pattern) 
is used to cut out the same shape multiple times. 
To know that drawing a design idea is useful to 
see how an idea will look. 

 
 

Join fabrics together using pins, staples or glue. 
Design a puppet and use a template. 
Join their two puppets’ faces together as one. 
Decorate a puppet to match their design. 

Term 2 
Moving Car 

Vocab Knowledge Outcomes 

axle 
axle holder 
chassis 
diagram 
dowel 
equipment 
mechanism 
wheel 

To know that wheels need to be round to rotate 
and move. 
To understand that for a wheel to move it must 
be attached to a rotating axle. 
To know that an axle moves within an axle holder 
which is fixed to the vehicle or toy. 
To know that the frame of a vehicle (chassis) 
needs to be balanced. 
To know some real-life items that use wheels. 

 

Explain that wheels move because they are 
attached to an axle. 
Recognise that wheels and axles are used in 
everyday life, not just in cars. 
Identify and explain vehicle design flaws using 
the correct vocabulary. 
Design a vehicle that includes functioning 
wheels, axles and axle holders. 
Make a moving vehicle with working wheels and 
axles. 



 
 

Explain what must be changed if there are any 
operational issues. 

Term 3 
Cooking and Nutrient – fruit and vegetables  

fruit 
vegetable 
seed 
leaf 
root 
stem 
smoothie 
healthy 
carton 
design 
flavour 
peel 
slice 

To understand the difference between fruits and 
vegetables.  
To understand that some foods typically known 
as vegetables are actually fruits (e.g. cucumber). 
To know that a blender is a machine which mixes 
ingredients together into a smooth liquid.  
To know that a fruit has seeds and a vegetable 
does not.  
To know that fruits grow on trees or vines.  
To know that vegetables can grow either above 
or below ground.  
To know that vegetables can come from different 
parts of the plant. 

 
 

Describe fruits and vegetables and explain why 
they are a fruit or a vegetable. 
Name a range of places that fruits and vegetables 
grow. 
Describe basic characteristics of fruit and 
vegetables. 
Prepare fruits and vegetables to make a 
smoothie. 

 


